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Overview
What is Catalyst?

Catalyst (formerly the Insights platform) is a consumer insights and activation engine that 
informs marketing strategy and streamlines the use of data to drive business results. 
Powered by MRI-Simmons’ nationally representative, privacy-compliant consumer data set, 
Catalyst provides marketers with a series of modules, from consumer profiling through 
activation, designed to enable a self-service experience with complete transparency. 

The platform also boasts intuitive navigation, interactive charts and custom formatting that 
power visual storytelling, and shareable reports and dashboards designed to streamline 
collaboration. 

Main Benefits 

• Consistent Audiences: Leverage one audience across the campaign lifecycle to optimize 
campaigns and drive results for your business

• Shareable Reports and Dashboards: Share and save audience definitions and reports across your 
team to streamline collaboration.

• Powerful Visual Storytelling: Analyze insights on the fly, with interactive charts and custom 
formatting.

• Self-Service Activation: Build and activate your target, fulfilling to any DMP, DSP, SSP, or 
addressable media.
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When you open Catalyst, you will be brought into the 2.0 environment, which contains the 
majority of the modules under newly renamed headings. If the module you want to use is 
not available in the 2.0 environment, you can click the “Launch 1.0” button to return to the 
previous environment. . 

There is a similar button in the 1.0 environment that will bring you back to the 2.0 version.



Catalyst Menu

The Catalyst menu contains new headers, with familiar modules located within each header. 
As we migrate more modules into the 2.0 environment, there will be additional items under 
each header.

Analyze contains the Crosstab, Data Haul, and Geomapping modules.

Profiles contains the Quick Reports, Boards, and Brand Catalyst 
modules.

Enrich contains the Premier Omnibus module.

Activate contains the Activate Campaign Targets (ACT) 2.0 
module.
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Homepage

When you enter the Catalyst 2.0 Environment, you will land on the Homepage. On this 
screen, you can see the work that you’ve saved recently, including details like name, type of 
run | study, who you shared it with, the date it was last updated, a star icon (to add to 
favorites), and a 3-dot menu with additional options.  

The left menu lets you navigate to your favorites or 
reports you have shared.

The 3-dot menu gives you options for each item, 
including the option to export the run in Excel, CSV, or 
SPC formats. This menu may vary slightly, depending on 
what type of file you have selected.
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Crosstab Module
Composer Entry Screen

Opening the Crosstab module will bring you into the Composer screen, 
which allows you to build your rows, columns, and bases from the dictionary
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Study selector dropdown menu

Weighting selector dropdown menu

Dictionary tab (contains the entire data dictionary)

Definitions tab (where personal, shared, and global definitions reside)

Selection box

Label dropdown selector

Columns, rows, and bases windows

Run button (will turn purple when the columns/rows/bases are populated)



Crosstab Module
Composer: Dictionary

The workflow starts with the study and the weighting type selection. Click on the 

dropdown icon to select relevant study and weighting type, which can be accessed from 

both the Dictionary and Definitions tabs. The Dictionary tab contains all the variables 

available within the study that you have selected. The Definitions tab contains personal, 

shared, and global definition files.

Categories from the selected 

study can be explored through the 

dictionary with categories in the 

left section of Composer.

You can select any category to 

see the available answers to that 

category. The answers will appear 

in the section of the window to the 

right of the dictionary.
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Crosstab Module
Enhanced Search Capabilities

Composer has several search boxes, which, 
working from left to right, help narrow down 
your variables. The search boxes available 
will depend on which section of the 
dictionary you are in

The search box on the left (dark blue 
outline) allows you to search the entire 
dictionary. When you search for a term here, 
all the categories that contain this term will 
be shown.

To drill down into a category, use either the 
top or the bottom search box (depending on 
your category choice) to narrow down the 
variables to the ones that include your term.

Below is this search on the Psychographics > 
Health Attitudes, which reveals one 
statement containing the term “diet.”

You can also search in definition 
files – personal, shared, or global.
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Crosstab Module
Composer: Window Formats

There are a number of different window configurations in Composer. Below are some 
examples, where you can see the different levels of search and other options. 

If more than one variable is selected, you can add these to 
the coding box using the EACH, OR, and AND options, 
then clicking on ADD. 

• EACH will add each selected variable individually. This is 
the default setting if none of the boxes are checked.

• OR will add the variables with OR in between each 
variable.

• AND will add the variables with AND in between each 
variable.

If you check two (or three) boxes, the variables will be 
combined in in both (or all three) ways into the selection 
box once you click ADD.
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Crosstab Module
Composer: Selection Box

Selection Box

When there are no items in the 
selection box, you will see no active 
functions, combinations, or actions.
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When there is one item in the selection box, 
you can select it and apply the following:

• Duplicate

• Delete

• Save Definition

• Available functions

• Change the label (expression
name)

• Add to Column/Row/Base

When it is selected, the unweighted and 
weighted counts will also be shown for the 
individual variable.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Selection Box

Selection Box
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When there are multiple items in the selection 
box, you can select more than one item and 
apply the following:

• Duplicate

• Delete

• Save Definition

• Available functions

• Add to Column/Row/Base

• Combinations: AND, OR, XOR, AND NOT 
(see the next two pages for additional 
information on these functions)

There are several ways to select items within the selection box:

• Use the SELECT ALL option to select all the items in the selection box.

• To select items sequentially, select the first item by clicking on it, then hold down 
SHIFT and select additional items sequentially (or first then last, for the whole list).

• To select various items within a list, select the first item, then hold down the CTRL 
key and select the other items.



You can apply the following combinations to selected items:

• AND

• OR

• XOR

• AND NOT

Example: Combine two answers with OR:

Example: Combine two answers with AND:
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Crosstab Module
Composer: Boolean Logic

Selection Box

Results: 
Own Android OR Apple Smartphone

Results: 
Own Android AND Apple Smartphone

Example: Combine two answers with XOR:

Results: 
Own Android OR Apple Smartphone but not both

Example: Combine two answers with AND NOT:

Results: 
Own Android AND NOT Apple Smartphone



Crosstab Module
Composer: Boolean Logic

Coding Options Within The Selection Box
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Boolean Logic
AND is used where the user wants to restrict a definition to a certain group.

Example: Bought Adidas AND Airwalk

Result: People who bought both brands

OR is used to broaden a definition to include two or more answers.

Example: Bought Adidas OR Airwalk

Result: People who bought either Adidas or Airwalk and includes people who 
bought both brands

Exclusive OR (XOR) is used when looking at members of one group or another, but not 
both.

Example: Adidas but not Airwalk

Result: People who bought either Adidas or Airwalk and excludes people who 
bought both brands

NOT is used to exclude a certain group.

Example: Adidas not Airwalk

Result: People who bought Adidas but not Airwalk



You can also change previously applied combinations. Click on the combination highlighted 
in blue (and OR, XOR, or NOT) in the selection box to change it or delete the combination to 
revert to all the individual statements.
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Crosstab Module
Composer: Combining in Selection Box

Selection Box Combinations

Within the selection box, you can combine individual variables, or combine 
combinations of variables. 

When you combine individual or combination 
variables, the original building blocks remain 
in the selection box. To remove them, select 
the individual building blocks, and click the 
delete icon. Alternatively, you can use these 
building blocks to build other combination 
variables without having to go back to the 
dictionary.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Label Options

There are other options available within the selection box in addition to coding. 
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The selection box is one place where you 
can change your labels. The default option 
shows Full Labels (and can be switched to 
Answer Labels), which includes the four 
options indicated to the right. You can turn 
on/off any of these to create a custom 
label. Click APPLY to apply your selected 
labeling.

A couple important notes on the selection 
box:

• You must select the items to change 
their labels.

• This is one place where you can change 
the labels on a group of items at once. 
Individual labels can be changed here or 
edited within the Columns/Rows/Bases 
section.

• To change the labels individually (or in small groups), select the item(s), then go to the 
dropdown and select which labels you want to apply to those items. This can be useful if 
you have managed to add an item with answer only that just says “YES.” By selecting this 
item and changing the label, you can now see more of the information for that item. 

• Note that you can also create rules that will apply to your selections BEFORE you move 
them into the selection box. If you have Answer Labels only selected, then you will see 
only the answers when you move your items into the selection box or rows, columns, or 
bases. 

• Sometimes the Question and Answer labels may be in an unexpected order. Please check 
your labels before moving them to the Columns/Rows/Bases section. However, you can 
drag items back into the selection box to change their labels as a group.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Code View
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Code View

The Code View option shows you the coding behind the platform expressions.

You can only look at one expression at a time with the Code View option – if you 
have more than one expression in the coding box, you will get this error message.

Note that an expression may contain one or more variables, connected with one or 
more Boolean operators (AND, OR, etc).

You can determine what variables make up your expression in Code View by hovering 
over the variable. You can also type over the Boolean operator to change it.

If you are in Code View while you are creating expressions and try to drag/add more 
than a single variable to the coding box, you will get a pop-up asking whether you 
want to combine these variables with AND or OR. You will need to click on Validate 
to complete this operation

The images below show the same expression, in Code View at the left and with Full 
Labels at the right.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Function Options

Coding Options Within The Selection Box
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Functions
Functions available in Catalyst include mean, median, volume, count coding,% of Total 
(Gross and Net), and scaling. Details on each of these are on the following pages.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Means and Medians
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What are means and medians? What should you use?
Mean: A mean is the average, or the sum of answers divided by the total number of answers.
For example, if the entirety of a respondent answer set is as follows:*

• Respondent A: 5
• Respondent B: 10
• Respondent C: 6
The mean, or average is equal to (5 + 6 + 10)/3 = 7

Median: In order to find the median, the full range of answers is arranged in an ordered list. The 
number at the center of that list is the median. For example, if the entirety of the ranked respondent 
answer set (from the previous example) is as follows:*

• Respondent A: 5
• Respondent C: 6
• Respondent B: 10 
The median is 6.

Mean vs. Median: The difference between the mean and the median is that the former is affected by 
outliers. For example, when looking at income level, you may have an outlier(s) within your target 
that can pull the average one way or the other, even though these responses may account for a very 
small part of a long list. For example:

• Respondent V: $45,000
• Respondent W: $50,000
• Respondent X: $60,000
• Respondent Y: $65,000
• Respondent Z: $500,000
The mean is $144,000. The median is $60,000.

In the example above, the median provides a more realistic picture of the earning power of an 
average respondent in your target, while the mean skews significantly higher. In many cases, the 
mean and median will be similar values, but looking at both can provide a more balanced picture in 
the event that outliers are skewing the mean.

*Please note that the majority of answers are expressed in numerical ranges. Respondents are assigned the 
midpoint of the numerical range they selected; the calculations are then based on those midpoints.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Means and Medians
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Creating a Mean

How do I create an average (mean) variable?
In Composer 2.0, select the complete range 
measured that you wish to average.
Select all the variables from the lowest level to the 
highest level.
Click ADD to move them to the selection box.
Once the variables are in the selection box, select 
all of them with the Select All option at the upper 
left of the selection box, then click on the function 
icon. 
Select Mean (and your Apply option) and click 
Apply.

Generally, you will apply 
these settings to a Group, 
including the variables that 
you used to create the mean. 
Occasionally, there will be a 
set of variables for which you 
will want to see individual 
means, and you can check the 
“to Each Item” box for that. If 
both of these are applicable, 
you can select “Both (Each 
and Group) to get both 
individual and group means. 

Click NO for custom weights.

See pages 33-34 and 48-49 for more information about scaling and custom weights.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Means and Medians
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Creating a Mean

How do I create an average (mean) variable?

The new coding will be created in the selection box, below the building blocks for your 
mean calculation. You can rename this variable by deleting the building blocks, then going 
into the box above the code to give this a new name. Note also that the unweighted and 
weighted numbers at the bottom of the selection box will give you a preview of your 
expected results.

Select this item and add it to your columns or rows.

Then click “Run Report.”

The mean value, in this case household (HH) income, is indicated in the Weighted cell. For 
this particular study, the mean HH income across all HH is $99,592.90. For those 
households with pets, the mean HH income is $107,453.60. With an index of 108, this is 8% 
higher than that of all households.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Means and Medians
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Creating a Median

How do I create a median variable?

In Composer 2.0, select the complete range measured 
for which you wish to find the median.

Select all the variables from the lowest level to the 
highest level.

Click ADD to move them to the selection box.

Once the variables are in the selection box, select all 
of them with the Select All option at the upper left of 
the selection box, then click on the function icon. 

Select Median (and select your group option) and 
click Apply.

Generally, you will apply these 
settings to a Group, including the 
variables that you used to create 
the median. Occasionally, there 
will be a set of variables for 
which you will want to see 
individual medians, and you can 
check the “to Each Item” box for 
that. If both of these are 
applicable, you can select “Both 
(Each and Group) to get both 
individual and group medians. 

Click NO for custom weights.

See pages 33-34 and 48-49 for more information about scaling and custom weights.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Means and Medians
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Creating a Median

How do I create a median variable?

The new coding will be created in the selection box, below the building blocks for your 
mean calculation. You can rename this variable by deleting the building blocks, then going 
into the box above the code to give this a new name. Note also that the unweighted and 
weighted numbers at the bottom of the selection box will give you a preview of your 
expected results.

Select this item and add it to your columns or rows.

Then click “Run Report.”

The median value, in this case household (HH) income, is indicated in the Weighted cell. For 
this particular study, the median HH income across all HH is $73,627.70. For those 
households with pets, the median HH income is $83,691.60. With an index of 114, this is 
14% higher than that of all households.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Volume Data
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Working with Volume Data

How do I create a category volume variable?

In Composer 2.0, select the complete range 
measured for which you wish to find the volume.

Select all the variables from the lowest level to the 
highest level.

Click ADD to move them to the selection box.

Once the variables are in the selection box, select all 
of them with the Select All option at the upper left of 
the selection box, then click on the function icon. 

Select Volume.

Select Apply to Group (or other option) and click 
APPLY.

Generally, you will apply these 
settings to a Group, including the 
variables that you used to create the 
volume. Occasionally, there will be a 
set of variables for which you will 
want to see individual volumes, and 
you can check the “to Each Item” 
box for that. If both of these are 
applicable, you can select “Both 
(Each and Group) to get both 
individual and group volumes. 

Click NO for custom weights.

See pages 33-34 and 48-49 for more information about scaling and custom weights.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Volume Data
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Creating a Volume

How do I create a category volume variable?

The new coding will be created in the selection box, below the building blocks for your 
volume calculation. You can rename this variable by deleting the building blocks, then going 
into the box above the code to give this a new name. Note also that the unweighted and 
weighted numbers at the bottom of the selection box will give you a preview of your 
expected results.

Select this item and add it to your columns or rows.

Then click “Run Report.”

To read the volumetric data here, we can see that Adults 18+ have consumed 
2,312,147,000 glasses of water in the last 7 days. Men have consumed 1,091,384,000 
glasses, slightly less (index 98) than women, who have consumed 1,220,764,000 glasses 
(index 102).



Crosstab Module
Composer: Volume Data
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Creating a Volume

How do I create a brand volume variable?

Brand volumes can only be created in USA 
Doublebase studies. 
When you select a brand on which to get volume variables, 
you will see the dropdown to the left. In order, the bullets 
below explain each of the dropdown options:

• Total users of that brand in the last 6 months

• With this dropdown, you can look at usage, by volume, in 
the last 7 days. If you leave this as 1+, you will see users 
in the last 7 days. This can also be changed to any 
number or range.

• Sole users are those who consumed only the brand 
(within this category) in the last 6 months.

• Sole/Primary users are those who consumed only the 
brand or mostly the brand (within the category).

• Secondary users are those who primarily consumed 
another brand but also consumed the target brand.

To read these results:

• 11.31% of adults drank Diet Coke in 
the last 6 months (28,759,000 adults)

• 8.73% drank Diet Coke in the last 7 
days (22,184,000 adults)

• 6.88% drank only Diet Coke (of the 
diet cola category) in the last 6 
months (17,487,000 adults)

• 9.71% drank Diet Coke either only or 
primarily (24,684,000 adults)

• 1.60% drank Diet Coke as their 
secondary brank (4,075,000 adults)



Crosstab Module
Composer: Volume Data
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Creating a Volume

How do I create a brand volume variable?

Brand volumes can only be created in USA Doublebase 
studies. 

Using the dropdown menu to create volume variables

• Select “Total Users Drank in Last 6 Months” from 
dropdown.

• Select your brand and add to the selection box.

• In the selection box, select the function(s) for Volume 
and/or Mean Volume.

• Then add those to your rows and click on Run Report.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Volume Data
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Creating a Volume

Reading your brand volume crosstab

The Weighted (000) and Index are the two numbers you want to look at to interpret this 
data.

To read the Total Volume:

• Adults 18+ consumed 131,469,000 units of Diet Coke in the last 7 days.

• Men 18+ consumed 61,447,000 units of Diet Coke in the last 7 days.

• Women 18+ consumed 70,022,000 units of Diet Coke in the last 7 days.

To read the Mean Volume:

• Adults 18+ consumed an average of 5.9 units of Diet Coke in the last 7 days.

• Men 18+ consumed an average of 6.0 units of Diet Coke in the last 7 days.

• Women 18+ consumed an average of 5.9 units of Diet Coke in the last 7 days.
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What is count coding?

• Count coding is more flexible than AND & OR coding. Instead of demanding that 
respondents meet ALL items in a string of criteria (as with an AND statement), or only 
one of them (as with an OR statement), you can specify that respondents need to meet 
X of Y criteria or X+ of Y criteria.

• For example, for a target of “Fashion-Conscious,” you might say respondents need to 
agree with any 3 or more of the following 5 statements:

Crosstab Module
Composer: Count Coding



Crosstab Module
Composer: Count Coding
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How do I create a count variable?
• In Composer, select the items you wish to use, along with the response option. Here we 

chose 5 Fashion and Style Attitudes, along with the Any Agree option. Move these into 
the selection box.

• Once the items are in the selection box, select all the items using the SELECT ALL 
option at the upper left of the selection box.

• After you have selected all the items, select the function option.

• Under COUNT, select your options and click on APPLY.

• The Apply Custom Weights box will pop up. 

• For this particular function, click NO.

This coding will give 
you those who agree 
with any 3 or more of 

the statements

This coding will give 
you those who agree 
with exactly 3 of the 

statements
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How do I create a count variable?
• You will see the count-coded statement in the 

selection box.

• The individual building block statements also 
remain in the selection box.

• The coding in the image to the right indicates 
that there are 5 total variables and that you 
are looking for any 3 or more of the 5.

• Select the item and you will see the 
unweighted and weighted sample sizes below. 

• If you want to rename this segment within the 
selection box, you will have to delete the 
other building blocks within the coding box.

• Then you can click on the box above the code 
and type in a new name. 

Crosstab Module
Composer: Count Coding

• Click on Columns, Rows, or Bases to add it to your crosstab.

• Once the item is the report preview, you can double-click on the variable to rename it, if you 
did not do so before or if you want to change the name. Then click the check mark to 
confirm your changes.
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Interpreting Count Coding Statements
Depending on how we defined our consumer (using either the Min-Max or Exactly options), here is 
how you would explain your target. 

• If we used the “Min-Max” option, our “Fashion-Conscious” consumer would be defined as any 
adult who agreed (top 2 box – completely or somewhat) with at least 3 of the 5 Fashion 
statements.

• If we used the “Exactly 3” option, then this would be defined as any adult who agreed (top 2 
box – completely or somewhat) with exactly 3 of the statements above

• Note that the last section of the coding (3-5 or 3-3) will assist you in recalling which option you 
chose.

Fun facts about Count Coding

• If you have 5 statements and you select 1 of 5, this is the same as using OR with all the 
statements.

• If you have 5 statements, and you select 5 of 5, this is the same as using AND with all the 
statements.

• Looking at the unweighted and weighted counts of a count-coded variable may help you decide 
to increase (or decrease) the number of statements used to define your variable, if the counts 
are too small (or too large) to be able to profile your count-coded target.

Crosstab Module
Composer: Count Coding



Crosstab Module
Composer: Percent of Total
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Function Menu: % of Total (Net and Gross)

The % of Total function will create a gross or net total based on a selected group of 
items. The difference between the two is determined by how the total is calculated.

• % of Gross Total: Individual percentage is based on weighted number divided by the 
gross total, which is calculated by adding the audiences of each of the selected items. 
This will add to 100% and includes duplication.

• % of Net Total: Individual percentage is based on weighted number divided by the net 
total, which is calculated by OR-ing the audiences of each of the selected items. This 
will add to >100% and does not include duplication.

• For the example below, the weighted total for Gross is 65,505, and for Net is 52,482. 

• For Diet Coke, the weighted number is 27,846. 

• Diet Coke Gross % is 27,846/65,505 = 42.5%

• Diet Coke Net % is 27,846/52,482 = 53.1%

• Read these percentages in the Weighted (000) column.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Scaling
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Function Menu: Scaling

Scaling is used primarily when a user wants to include data in a crosstab that was not 
measured in all waves (aka, 6-month intervals) of a quarterly survey, or what we 
commonly call “partial data” in Catalyst. 

• For example, the Fall 2022 study is comprised of Waves 86 and 87. Costume Jewelry 
was a new category in Wave 87. In this case, you would want to apply a scale factor of 
200% to make up for the fact that respondents in Wave 86 were not asked this 
question. This type of scaling is based on the assumption that people in Wave 86 
would have answered the question the same way the people in Wave 87 actually did 
answer the question.

• Please note that these items are always marked with a # prior to the label, and you will 
always see a footnote for these partial data items in your report. The note reminds you 
that this question only has partial data, and you should either: (1) Change your 
population weight to the appropriate wave; or (2) scale the item to 200%, in the case of 
Spring and Fall studies. The Scaling note is illustrated below:



Crosstab Module
Composer: Scaling
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Function Menu: Scaling

• To scale the item within the selection box, click on 
the function option, select Scale, type in the 
appropriate scale factor, and click apply: 

• Spring and Fall – 200% scale factor

• Winter and Summer – 133.33% scale factor

• Then move your newly scaled factor to your rows.

• To undo a scaling factor, bring it back to the 
selection box and use the undo icon to return the 
scale to 100.

• The results of scaling this row are as follows: the 
unweighted counts remain the same, but the 
weighted number and vertical percent are doubled 
(the horizontal percent and the index also remain 
the same) when scaling rows.

Note: The other option with partial data is to change the weighting for 
your crosstab (image above) to the appropriate wave; then the data will 
only reflect people who participated that wave, as these are the only 
people who answered the Costume Jewelry question in this example.
• The limitation with this method is that the respondent base will be 

approximately one-half the size of the full-year data (approximately 
25K versus 50K).



Crosstab Module
Composer: Definitions
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Definition files can be created in several places, using the Save Definition File icon.

To do this within the selection box, move all your variables to the coding box, and Select All.

Then click on the Save Definition File icon, which will give you options for saving a personal 
definition file or a shared definition file.

If you have a folder created already, you can add the definition to that folder or click on 
Create New and give the folder a name.

Then click Save, and you will see that folder in your personal definitions.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Definitions
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Definition files can be created in several places, using the Save Definition File icon.

To do this within the Report Preview grid, move the variables to your rows, columns, or 
bases. Select the items you wish to add to a definition file, then click on the Save Definition 
icon. 

If you have a folder created already, you can add the definition to that folder or click on 
Create New and give the folder a name.

Then click Save, and you will see that folder in your personal definitions.



Crosstab Module
Composer: Definitions
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Crosstab 2.0 makes it easy to share definitions with others 
in your company.

Right click on the 3-dot menu to the right of the definition 
folder and select share.

You will see the Share window with several 
options, including a list of available users within 
your company on the same account and the 
option to give each user the following:

• Make the user an Owner of the definition folder

• Allow the user to View the definition folder

• Allow the user to Edit the definition folder

Then select Invite to share the definition folder.

The user will see a notification here: 

The 3-dot menu for each definition folder also gives you 
other options, including duplicating the definition folder, 
editing the name of the folder, or deleting the definition 
folder.

You can also click on the        icon to create a new folder in 
your Personal definitions folder.

There is also a 3-dot menu for each item within the 
definition folder. From this menu, you can edit the 
definition itself (the variables that make up the definition 
will populate in the coding box) or delete it.

Shared definitions will be found on the Definitions tab, in 
the Shared section of the Definitions. Within the 
definition, you will see the owner of the definition too.
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The Report Preview pane shows you how your 
report will look once you click Run Report. 

The arrow at the upper left of the pane lets you 
expand or contract this pane to see more detail 
within the other panes.

Within this pane you can do and see many 
things.

First, you will see the unweighted and weighted 
(000) counts for each variable you have moved 
over or created.

Second, you have the option to edit the name 
of any variable in the Report Preview by 
checking the box then clicking onto the name 
to open an edit box.

As mentioned before, you can save definitions 
from here, using the Save Definitions Icon.

You can duplicate any variable or group of 
variables.

You can drag your checked variables back to 
the selection box to create new variables by 
combining them.

You can drag variables from one section to 
another (i.e., rows to columns, bases to rows, 
etc.)

You can delete variables from this list by using 
the trash can icon.

You can run your report and see the data!

The 3-dot menu here also includes Edit 
Expression, which will copy this variable 
over to the selection box for additional 
editing.
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Changing labels in the Report Preview Pane

You can change the labels from within the 
Report Preview Pane as well as by moving 
items over to the selection box.

Within the section(s) (bases, columns, and/or 
rows), check the boxes for the items you want 
to change.

Then navigate over to the Label selector over 
the coding box. Select the level of labels that 
you want for the checked items.

Your checked items will now reflect the new 
level of labeling.
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Crosstab side menu bar

Return to Composer screen

Study selector

Study weight selector

Study base selector

Study trend selector

View (Private Eye or Crosstab) also Transpose

Variable Selector

Advanced Filters
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Crosstab side menu bar

Study Trend Selector enables you to select how 
many releases you want to trend back to, along 
with the studies that you want to trend. 

See page 45 for more information on Trending. 

View enables you to change how your data is 
shown in the crosstab viewer. You can select 
stacked (crosstab) view, or the horizontal (Private 
Eye) view. 

The Transpose button in this section lets you 
switch your rows to columns and vice versa.

Private Eye view Crosstab view
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Crosstab side menu bar

Variable Selector lets you toggle on/off variables 
within the side panel.

If you click on Variable Selector, you can turn 
them on/off 

The pane below also enables you to reorder them 
by dragging items up or down within the list.

Note that reordering your variables will change 
only for your current working crosstab. There is 
an option within Preferences to reorder your 
variables across all your crosstabs. 
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Crosstab side menu bar

Filters lets you select a minimum and maximum 
for one metric in the crosstab. Data for items that 
do not meet the criteria will be hidden.

If you click on Advanced Filters, you can set 
advanced filtering and formatting rules for more 
than one metric, using color, blurring, or removing 
variables entirely, by setting individual rules and 
then clicking add to combine them. Once you click 
Apply, they will be applied to your crosstab.
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Crosstab

Within the Crosstab window, you can save your crosstab by typing the name then clicking 
Save. If you have changed the crosstab and want to save it under a different name, type in 
a new name and click Save As. You will see the title of your file both in the title box and on 
the tab at the top of the window. 

NOTE: Once you have saved a crosstab, if you click SAVE again, you will overwrite your 
original crosstab (and you will not be able to get the original one back). Use the SAVE AS 
option to save it with a new name to preserve the original crosstab and create a new one.

By clicking on the + sign, you can run a new crosstab in a different tab. You can have up to 
8 different crosstabs open at one time.
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Crosstab: 3-dot menu

Within the Crosstab window, there is a 3-dot menu 
located at the upper right-hand side. The options for 
this menu are explained below.

Sharing of crosstabs is similar to sharing definition 
files. You can select from users within your 
organization and give them different levels of access 
by clicking on the Owner/Can View/Can Edit option, 
then clicking Invite. You will need to do this 
separately for each level of access. 

The levels of access are indicated by the color of the 
circle with the users’ initials, at the upper right of the 
crosstab, next to the 3-dot menu. 

You can also click on the Share option and see who 
the crosstab has been shared with, along with their 
level of access.
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Crosstab: 3-dot menu

Within the Crosstab window, there is a 3-dot menu 
located at the upper right-hand side. The options for 
this menu are explained below.

The Export option enables you to send the file in 
different formats.

• SPC format is called a spec file and is unique to the Catalyst platform. This format 
contains the code that makes up a run. You can share this with other users – and your 
account manager may ask for this format if you have questions about a run.

• EXCEL exports your file to Microsoft Excel, with formatting, as an .xls file.

• CSV exports your file to Microsoft Excel, but in the .csv format.

The Open option lets you open previously saved 
crosstabs. 

The Import option will open Windows explorer and 
look for an .spc file. Note that the SPC file format 
will only open in Catalyst. 

The Excel export option will automatically 
include a view of the standard bases. You can 
add any of these to your crosstab by checking 
the boxes next to the bases that you want, 
without having to go back into Composer and 
recode your data.
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Crosstab: 3-dot menu

There is also a 3-dot menu for each of the columns in your crosstab. 

From this menu, you can sort, scale, rename, or delete any column. 

When you hover over the variable, you can sort by descending or ascending, or return to 
the original order.

Clicking on Rename will highlight the column so you can change the name. 

Clicking on Delete will remove the column from your crosstab. You will not see a popup 
to confirm this; however, the UNDO option will be available if you change your mind. 
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Crosstab: 3-dot menu

Scaling is used primarily when a user wants to include data in a crosstab that was not 
measured in all waves (each wave equals 6 months of data) of a quarterly survey, or what 
we commonly call “partial data” in Catalyst. 

• For example, the Fall 2022 study is comprised of Waves 86 & 87. Costume Jewelry 
was a new category in Wave 87. In this case, you would want to apply a scale factor of 
200% to make up for the fact that respondents in Wave 86 were not asked this 
question. This type of scaling is based on the assumption that people in Wave 86 
would have answered the question the same way the people in Wave 87 actually did 
answer the question.

• Please note that these items are always marked with a # prior to the label and you will 
always see a footnote for these partial data items in your report. The note reminds you 
that this question only has partial data, and you should either: (1) Change your 
population weight to the appropriate wave; or (2) scale the item to 200%, in the case of 
Spring and Fall studies. The Scaling note is illustrated below:

• To scale the item, simply click on the three dots, select Scale and then type in the 
appropriate scale factor: 

• Spring and Fall – 200% scale factor

• Winter and Summer – 133.33% scale factor

• To remove a scale factor, click on the 3 dots and click on the undo icon
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Crosstab: 3-dot menu

Scaling is used primarily when a user wants to include data in a crosstab that was not 
measured in all waves of a quarterly survey, or what we commonly call “partial data” in 
Catalyst. 

• The results of scaling this row are as follows; the unweighted counts remain the same, 
but the weighted number and vertical percent are doubled (the horizontal percent and 
the index also remain the same) when scaling rows.

Note: The other option with partial data is to change the weighting for 
your crosstab (image above) to the appropriate wave; then the data will 
only reflect people who participated that wave, as these are the only 
people who answered the Costume Jewelry question in this example.
• The limitation with this method is that the respondent base will be 

approximately half the size of the full year data (approximately 25K 
versus 50K).
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Crosstab: Options within Crosstab

Crosstab’s functionality offers the ability to do some simple coding within the crosstab 
interface without going back to Composer.

Here, when we selected two columns (in blue), the options of AND, OR, XOR, AND NOT, 
and the Function options appear in blue. 

Selecting those two targets and then clicking on OR creates a new target, placed at the 
end of your targets, that combines those two targets using OR.

You can do the same thing with two rows.
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Setting Up a Trend Report

To set up a trend report, set up your run in Composer as usual, then hit Run Report.

From within the crosstab screen, select Study Selector, change the number of years (so 
the appropriate number of studies appear), select your studies, and click Apply.

You can look at Trend Reports via Private Eye, Crosstab, or Charting. 
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Setting Up a Trend Report

If you are in Private Eye view, the default view here is study grouped by variable (top). 
Click on the Group by Study to change the view to variable grouped by study (bottom).

When looking at Chart View, the Report Details menu lets 
you select the options that you want to see in your chart(s). 
Click on the down arrow in each section to expand your 
options. For each row item that you select, you will see a 
new chart. The chart will include the index (at the top of the 
bar) and the vertical percent (at the bottom of the bar).

The 3-dot menu lets you export to PPT or 
remove a chart, and the icon to the left of 
the 3-dot menu can expand or contract 
the chart to see all columns. 
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Data Haul Module
Composer in Data Haul

Data Haul 

Data Haul is a quick and easy way to run selected targets/bases across an entire study (or 
selected parts of a study). 

The opening screen for Data Haul will show you previously run Data Haul reports or runs 
that have been shared with you by others. Note that these are only retained for 10 days, 
so if you want to save a particular Data Haul, you should save it to your computer.

From this window, you can select a previously run Data Haul or create a new one by 
clicking on the blue button on the upper right corner or on the text link in the middle of 
the screen. Either of these will take you to the Data Haul Composer screen, where you can 
build your bases and targets.

The Data Haul Composer screen is similar 
to that used in Crosstab, except that for 
Data Haul, you can add a maximum of two 
bases and a maximum of 100 targets. 

Note that there is no option on this screen 
to select rows. The default on Data Haul 
will run all the items in the dictionary, but 
there are ways to customize your runs, 
which will be discussed on the next page.
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Data Haul Module
Composer in Data Haul

Using Composer in Data Haul

Once you have selected your bases and 
columns, click the Continue button at the 
bottom of the page.

Data Haul allows you to customize what rows you want to appear in your run, either by 
category or specific variables. Use the Select All box to run everything in the study in your 
rows. Then click the Download button to continue.

When your Data Haul is complete, the menu on the upper right gives you the option to 
download, add as a favorite, or use the 3-dot menu to share, download, rename, or delete.
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Quick Reports Module
Menu Options for Quick Reports

Left-Side Menu

The menu on the left-hand side gives you options to change some 
aspects of the report. The menu will change depending on the report 
you are running. See the following pages for more details.

The Composer button opens a Composer window to edit or create a 
new target.

You can change the color of the charts here:

Three-Dot Menu

From the 3-dot menu, you can:

• Sort by Index or Percentage

• Export (as PPT, Excel, or PDF)

• Add to a presentation (PPT)

• If you select this option, you will see the image below, which will 
show the number of slides in your presentation in the blue circle. 
You can click on this to export your PPT presentation.
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Quick Reports Module
Demographics Report

Building your Quick Report

Create a target using Composer, then select run to see the Demographics Report below.

The menu on the left-hand side gives you options to change some aspects of the report.

Display values lets you toggle on/off either the index or percentage (vertical) shown.

Chart value lets you change the values that are shown on the chart. The default is 
percentage, but using index will change how some of the charts appear.

You can change the color of the charts here:

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

Data in most of the chart are based on population weight for the target.

Data in the gray shaded boxes are using household weight (read: Creative Chefs live in 
households with a median household income of $74,188).
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Quick Reports Module
Segmentation Report

Building your Quick Report

Create a target using Composer, then select run to see the Segmentation Report below.

The menu on the left-hand side gives you options to change some aspects of the report.

Display values lets you toggle on/off either the index or percentage (vertical) shown.

Use the dropdown Category menu to select a different segmentation, which are listed in 
alphabetic order

You can change the color of the charts with the color menu.

The pie chart is the default setting, but Chart Type gives options. 

Chart Notes

Clicking on one of the segments will pop out the segment and display the description.
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Quick Reports Module
Psychographics Report

Building your Quick Report

Create a target using Composer, then select run to see the Psychographics Report below.

You can change the color of the charts here:

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

The vertical percentage and index are shown for each statement.

Chart Settings

The first dropdown allows you to select the category of 
psychographics.

The default displays both index and percentage; you can toggle 
either option on or off.

Chart value changes the length of the bars depending on which 
variable is selected.

The default response is Any Agree, but you can change that with 
these radio buttons.

The filter button lets you decide how many psychographics in a 
given category you wish to see. The default is “Show All.”
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Quick Reports Module
Media Usage and Channels Report

Building your Quick Report

Create a target using Composer, then select run to see the Media Report below.

You can change the color of the charts here:

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

The left side of the chart shows Ntiles for each medium, with lowest on the left to highest on 
the right. Within each section, you will see the vertical percentage and the index. Out of 
home media usage is shown below this.

The right side of the chart shows traditional and digital media, along with both combined.

Chart Settings

The first dropdown allows you to change your Ntiles. 

By default, non-users are not included. Toggle them on with this button.

Media can be turned on and off by using these check boxes.
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Quick Reports Module
Social Media Usage Report

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

The top section shows top 8 social media services, with vertical percent and index.

Also included in this report is the top 5 reasons for using social media; top 3 social media 
psychographics (any agree), social media activities, and other social media statistics

Chart Settings

Display values lets you change what is displayed on the psychographics 
chart, and chart value lets you change the size of the bars, based on index 
or percentage.

The default response is “Any Agree,” but you can use the radio buttons to 
change to another response.
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Quick Reports Module
Social Media Activity Report (Connect Subscribers Only)

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

You can change the chart colors here:

The top section shows the social media consumption by device (last 7 days)

Also included in this report is a chart with frequency of social media apps on a mobile device 
(last 7 days) and a chart of the top 5 social media apps used on mobile in the last 7 days

Chart Settings

Display values lets you change what is displayed on the psychographics 
chart.

Chart value lets you change the size of the bars, based on index or 
percentage.
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Quick Reports Module
Website Report

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

You can change the chart colors here:

The chart shows website visitation, either by overall category or by sites within a category.

Chart Settings

The Website Genres dropdown lets you pick the genre to display.

Display values lets you change what is displayed on the chart.

Chart value lets you change the size of the bars, based on index or 
percentage.
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Quick Reports Module
Website Visitation Report (Connect Subscribers Only)

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

You can change the chart colors here:

The chart shows website visitation by overall category or within a category.

Chart Settings

The Website Category dropdown lets you pick the category to display.

You can look at visits in the past 7 days or past 30 days.

Display values lets you change what is displayed on the chart.

Chart value lets you change the size of the bars, based on index or 
percentage. Sort value lets you sort by PC or mobile visitation.
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Quick Reports Module
Digital Report

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

You can change the chart colors here:

The first chart shows heavy, medium, and light internet usage. Next to that, is average 
activities and devices.

The bar chart on the right shows the top 8 smart phone activities, and the chart at the 
bottom shows top 10 mobile app types.

Chart Settings

Display values lets you change what is displayed on the chart.

Chart value lets you change the size of the bars, based on index or 
percentage.
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Quick Reports Module
Day in the Life Report (Connect Subscribers Only)

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

You can change the chart colors here:

The chart shows hourly usage of smartphone or mobile apps for your target.

Chart Settings

The Filter dropdown lets you change the day of the week for your chart

Chart value will show either index or percentage in the chart.

Device type lets you switch between mobile and smartphone usage.

The Activities section lets you toggle on/off various activities.
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Quick Reports Module
Time Spent with Media Devices Report (Connect Subscribers Only)

Chart Notes

The weighted and unweighted counts for the target are given beneath the target name.

The chart shows time spent with media devices. 

Hovering over the bar chart will bring up a pop-up with details.

Chart Settings

The Activities section lets you toggle on/off various devices.
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Boards Module

Boards enables users to compile individual reports, known as Cards, from the Quick Report 
2.0 and Brand Catalyst 2.0 modules into a cohesive set of reports. 

The Boards Module can be reached from the Profile section of the main menu. 

Adding Cards to your Board

Cards can be added to Boards in three ways:
1. From the Boards module, users can add Brand Catalyst 2.0 and Quick Reports 2.0 Cards 

to a Board from the Add Card dropdown in the Boards module. This will bring the user to 
Boards Mode, where the user can add Cards from other modules (Quick Reports 2.0 and 
Brand Catalyst 2.0) from within Boards itself. Cards created in Boards Mode are added to 
the Board without exiting the Boards module. 
A. In Boards Mode, any Reporter Card from Brand Catalyst 2.0 that the user adds to the 

Reporter tab will automatically get added to the existing Board when user clicks “save 
and return to Board” in the top header.

B. In Boards Mode, any infographic Card from Quick Reports 2.0 that the user adds to 
the preview presentation and/or has open on the screen will automatically get added 
to the existing Board when user clicks “save and return to Board” in the top header.

2. Brand Catalyst 2.0 cards can be added to a board from the Brand Catalyst 2.0 module 
by clicking on the “pin to Board” option in the three-dot menu of a Card.

3. Quick Reports 2.0 cards can be added to a board from the Quick Reports 2.0 module 
by clicking on the “pin to Board” option in the three-dot menu of a Card.

.
These will be explained in further detail on the next pages
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Boards Module

Adding Cards to your Boards

1. From the Boards module, users can add Brand Catalyst 2.0 and Quick Reports 2.0 Cards 
to a Board from the Add Card dropdown in the Boards module. This will bring the user to 
Boards Mode, where the user can add Cards from other modules (Quick Reports 2.0 and 
Brand Catalyst 2.0) from within Boards itself. Cards created in Boards Mode are added to 
the Board without exiting the Boards module. 

A. In Boards Mode, any Reporter Card from Brand Catalyst 2.0 that the user adds to the 
Reporter tab will automatically get added to the existing Board when user clicks “save 
and return to Board” in the top header.

A. In Boards Mode, any infographic Card from Quick Reports 2.0 that the user adds to 
the preview presentation and/or has open on the screen will automatically get added 
to the existing Board when user clicks “save and return to Board” in the top header.
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Boards Module

Adding Cards to your Boards

2. Brand Catalyst 2.0 cards can be added to a board from the Brand Catalyst 2.0 module 
by clicking on the “pin to Board” option in the three-dot menu of a Card. This can be 
done from the Explorer or Reporter sections of Brand Catalyst 2.0.

3. Quick Reports 2.0 cards can be added to a board from the Quick Reports 2.0 module by 
clicking on the “pin to Board” option in the three-dot menu of a Card.

From the pop-up menu, you can add to an existing board or create a new one. 
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Boards Module

Other Board Options

 From the 3-dot menu on a Board, you can:
- Share your Board across your team 
- Open a previously saved Board
- Delete the current Board

Boards will show up on your Homepage with this icon. 

From the Homepage, you can use the 3-dot menu for more options.

Clicking on the will add this to your favorites.
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Setting Up Your Preferences

Crosstab Preferences

Default settings are at the top of this section. From here, you can set 
the study that you want to open when you start Catalyst. There is 
also a toggle to auto-update to the most recent study.

Preference settings are available from the drop-down menu when 
you click on your initials on the upper right-hand side.

Preferences are available for the modules indicated at the right.

The next option sets the weighting for your studies. The Wave 
options may be different, depending on which study you select.

The last option affects which variables will show up (or not) in your 
study. The partial measurement variables are turned on by default, 
so you will see them in your Dictionary.
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Setting Up Your Preferences

Report settings affect how your data is shown within the crosstab viewer.

The first options (Display Options Percentages and Display Options Index) selects how 
data is shown within your crosstab.

The next option (View) selects your default view – either Private Eye (oriented horizontally) 
or Crosstab (stacked).

The Index Indicators option turns on the colored arrows in crosstab.

• Yellow indicates a flat index (between 90 and 110)

• Red indicates a low index (less than 80)

• Green indicates a high index (greater than 110)

The final option (Standard Variables) lets you select which variables you will see, and in 
what order you want to see them.  Simply drag variables up or down to change the order in 
which they will appear in your report.

Click the Save and Apply button to save your preference settings.
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Setting Up Your Preferences

Datahaul Preferences

Default settings are at the top of this section. From here, you can set the study that you 
want to open when you start Catalyst. There is also a toggle to auto-update to the most 
recent study.

The next option sets the weighting for your studies. The Wave options may be different, 
depending on which study you select.

The last option affects which variables will show up (or not) in your study. The partial 
measurement variables are turned on by default, so you will see them in your Dictionary.

Export settings reflect how your data looks when you export it to Excel or other programs. 

The Target Format option has a popup: 

The Index Indicators option turns on the colored arrows in crosstab.

• Yellow indicates a flat index (between 90 and 110)
• Red indicates a low index (less than 80)
• Green indicates a high index (greater than 110)

Click to save and apply your preferences.
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Setting Up Your Preferences

Quick Report Preferences

Default settings are at the top of this section. From here, you can set the study that you 
want to open when you start Catalyst. There is also a toggle to auto-update to the most 
recent study.

The next option sets the weighting for your studies. The Wave options may be different, 
depending on which study you select.

The last option affects which variables will show up (or not) in your study. The partial 
measurement variables are turned on by default, so you will see them in your Dictionary.

Click to save and apply your preferences.
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Setting Up Your Preferences

Brand Catalyst Preferences

Default settings are at the top of this section. From here, you can set the study that you 
want to open when you start Catalyst. There is also a toggle to auto-update to the most 
recent study.

The next option sets the weighting for your studies. The Wave 
options may be different, depending on which study you select.

The last option affects which variables will show up (or not) in your 
study. The partial measurement variables are turned on by default, 
so you will see them in your Dictionary.
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Setting Up Your Preferences

Report settings affect how your data is shown within the crosstab viewer.

The first options (Display Options Percentages and Display Options Index) selects how 
data is shown within your crosstab.

The next option (View) selects your default view – either Private Eye (oriented horizontally) 
or Crosstab (stacked).

The Index Indicators option turns on the colored arrows in crosstab.

• Yellow indicates a flat index (between 90 and 110)

• Red indicates a low index (less than 80)

• Green indicates a high index (greater than 110)

The final option (Standard Variables) lets you select which variables you will see, and in 
what order you want to see them.  Simply drag variables up or down to change the order in 
which they will appear in your report.

Click the Save and Apply button to save your preference settings.
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